
What’s Defining this Style with Staying Power? 

The en vogue look for today’s kitchen mixes modern flair with traditional elements to create a softer 
style. This sleek taskmaster, social center and command post gets its style by mixing contemporary 
and classic design elements for a look designers refer to as “transitional.” It’s a popular kitchen style 
indicative of the new mindset about home design: simple elevations, subtle lines and colors and 
smart square footage.

“I think there is a lot of simplification going on in home styles, less is more, kind of a mindset going 
on these days,” says Mark Warren, Central Florida Chapter Representative of the National Kitchen and 
Bath Association (NKBA). This blend of contemporary and traditional elements favors proportionate 
lines and simple elements over heavy, ornate detailing. The NKBA calls the prevailing look “classic-
contemporary,” and says customers want the clean, straight lines of European-inspired fixtures and 
appliances, but they still crave the rich warmth and comfort of traditional American elements such 
as cherry cabinetry and farmhouse sinks. The transitional style is an eclectic mix of natural and  
man-made materials, finishes and textures.

The look has many interpretations. Wolfe-Rizor Interiors, based in Winter Park, terms this style 
“italian-modern” a popular twist on old world architecture. “Contemporary kitchens are big now 
and go well with Mediterranean architecture. Instead of heavy stained cabinetry with corbels and 
mosaics, cabinets are now flat paneled. Countertops are sleeker with contemporary hardware,” says  
Abigail Rizor, Design Principal, Wolfe-Rizor Interiors.

Cabinetry: Ornate 
is Out, Sleek is In: 

“The design focus on kitchens is all 
about functionality. People aren’t 
interested in a show-off kitchen 
anymore. They want practical things 
in the kitchen,” says Warren, Owner of 
the Kitchen Director. In cabinetry, this 
practicality translates into clean, simple 
designs minus the ornamentation of 
previously popular styles.

The shaker style or slab door cabinetry 
with minimalistic hardware works 
well with the transitional look. It’s a 
more simplistic, rectangular style with 
finishes in warm colors such as a light 
cherry or light maple.

Granite Remains 
Top Choice for 
Countertops:

Granite remains the number one 
choice for kitchen countertops 
followed by quartz. Kitchen designers 
attribute granite’s popularity to its 
affordability and durability. This natural 
stone comes in a larger variety of 
colors than other solid surfaces and 
carries a higher luster.

The Transitional  
Kitchen

Here’s a look in greater detail at what’s 
hot in the kitchen and what’s cooling off.
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The Backsplash Goes Glass 

The glass backsplash is a sure sign of a current kitchen, replacing distressed tumbled stone and 
ceramic tile as the product of choice. The NKBA reports more than half of kitchen designers surveyed 
are using glass mosaics in full-height kitchen backsplashes. “Designers are looking for opportunities 
to include glass because it reflects light and opens up a kitchen,” says Warren. 

Vertical glass backsplash patterns are trending as opposed to horizontal designs. These vertical 
patterns take shape in a variety of formats including sticks, mosaics, 4-inch x 12-inch, and 12-inch x 
12-inch to create a cutting-edge look. 

Kitchen designers say granite and quartz also are in style as matching backsplashes to countertops 
made of the same materials, while ceramic tile is becoming passé.

Fixtures Go Polished Chrome

According to the NKBA, polished chrome is making a comeback upstaging brush metal finishes for 
kitchen fixtures. Stainless steel retains nearly equal status with polished chrome. Bronze finishes rank 
a close second for fixture finishes. 

A well-designed and appointed kitchen can account for one fourth of the home’s value. The transitional 
style offers a design template with broad appeal and makes for a solid investment. 

White is Going Gray 

Whites and off-whites remain the most popular color schemes in kitchen design; however, gray is 
showing up in more and more kitchens as a subtle infusion of color. 

“White painted cabinetry is very popular. We are doing a lot of white alternatives such as off white 
or white with a glaze. We’re seeing some new neutral colors such as light gray and even some light 
greens,” observes Warren.

The NKBA reports that the use of gray in kitchens has doubled consecutively over the last three years. 
Brown comes in a close third as the kitchen palette of choice followed by bronze, terracotta and greens. 
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